Housing
Programs

When you’re ready
for independence,
we’re ready
for you.
Hamaspik is there every step of the

When your child is young, it’s hard to imagine

way, carefully offering guidance

and mature adult, desiring independence and the

without overstepping or stifling.

that one day, he or she will become a successful

Securing a place for the future.

ability to flourish away from home. But it happens.

ISS
Housing

And when it does, Hamaspik is there every step
of the way, carefully offering guidance without
overstepping or stifling.
Whether an adult needs all-day support or is

Group
Home

capable of more independence, whether highly
sociable or preferring their own private space,
Hamaspik offers wonderful housing plans to
serve the needs of people at different functioning

Family
Care

BORO PARK:
718.387.8400
4102 14th Avenue,
Brooklyn, NY 11219
Intake@HamaspikKings.org

levels. And if at any time it’s not working out,

WILLIAMSBURG:
718.387.8400

an individual can transition from one housing

295 Division Avenue,
Brooklyn, NY 11211

program to another–no stress.

Intake@HamaspikKings.org

ISS Housing |

ISS helps high-functioning adults
live independently–and flourish

A place to call their own.

Group Home |

A home away
from home.

For many adults who are

The ISS Housing Program supports

developmentally disabled, being

individuals to live on their own in

independent and contributing

eligible apartments. Rent is significantly

No one can replace the love of a parent.

standard of care, ensuring that the health,

meaningfully to their community is

subsidized every month, and a furnishing

But when it’s time for an adult individual to

safety, and quality of life of every individual

important for their self-esteem and

stipend helps

leave home and establish themselves in a

in our homes far surpass all government

adulthood experience. Self-sufficient and

create an inviting

community of their own, Hamaspik Group

requirements.

capable individuals in Hamaspik’s care

environment for

Homes are the only answer. Our numerous

often yearn for a level of independence

a growing young

supervised group homes in the heart of Boro

Hamaspik Group Homes have a unique

on par with that of their peers.

adult.

Park and Williamsburg maintain the gold

intake model that ensures that everyone in a

Is ISS Housing for you?
• For independent, high-functioning individuals capable of living on their own
• For people who don’t need the high level of social interaction at group homes
• For anyone who is ready to be on their own but still flourish in the community

Hamaspik staff
members are
always there,
supervising and
nurturing.

Family Care |

Gold-standard supervised homes have
a warm and welcoming environment

Hamaspik helps match up children
in need with stable, loving families

Exceptional families for
exceptional children.

Group Home is at the same functionality

Daily chores, Motzei Shabbos Zumba,

level and can coexist as a harmonious

Sunday shopping: Hamaspik Group Home

unit. A beautiful atmosphere is maintained

functions like a real family unit, keeping

Sometimes difficult decisions must be

A nurse and family care liaison routinely

throughout the year, from the couple who

members busy and preoccupied every day.

made for a disabled child. If a disabled

visits, making sure our high standards are

conduct Shabbos seudos to the Sukkah

Goal advancement, diet, medication and

child must leave home, whether

maintained throughout the stay.

built every Sukkos. And throughout the

more are supervised by warm, professional

temporarily or permanently, Hamaspik

With personal attention and

holidays, we’re there--whether a member

staff members who are always there. Our

is there to help. Our OPWDD-backed

commitment, Hamaspik works with

would like to go back to his family or

goal: to offer maximum independence,

Family Care program helps individuals

parents and providers to secure the best

wants to stay in the Group Home.

while keeping everyone safe.

with developmental disabilities find a

possible outcome for the individual – for

safe, stable, and loving home.

both the short term and the future.

Weekly nutritionist

Weekly behavior

Nurse ensures

Group home manager

Medical coordinator

guides healthy decisions

specialist helps staff

medications are

and staff members

supervises care and

and ensures that diets

guide and manage

being administered

lead daily activities

transportation.

are maintained

behaviors

correctly

Our goal: maximum independence,
while keeping everyone safe.

